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New Listing!

Step into coastal luxury with this recently renovated penthouse nestled at 10/14 Yacht Street. Offering modern

sophistication and comfort, this meticulously crafted two-storey apartment presents a lifestyle of unparalleled elegance

in the heart of a vibrant seaside community.Boasting a well-thought-out open floor plan, this 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom

residence exudes modern luxury. From the whole level, master suite, and front-facing balcony, indulge in breath-taking

water and city views that set the scene for a serene coastal lifestyle.Experience the epitome of entertainment with the

exclusive private 40m2 outdoor under-roof entertainment area, a unique feature of this boutique complex. Plantation

shutters add an extra layer of privacy and comfort, making it perfect for entertaining or unwinding in style.Enjoy the

convenience of great separation with two bedrooms located on the first floor, serviced by a modern, good-sized

bathroom, while the loft-style master bedroom on the second floor offers a study nook, walk-in wardrobe, and a tranquil

retreat.Positioned in a corner unit with an extended balcony to the rear, this penthouse invites you to embrace the coastal

lifestyle. Low body corporate fees and a well-maintained boutique complex ensure effortless living, allowing you to focus

on the things that matter most.Centrally located near Pelican Park and Esplanade walking paths, and just a short drive to

Woody Point or Redcliffe for dining and entertainment, this residence offers the perfect blend of convenience and

luxury.Additional features include air-conditioned open plan living, a well-appointed kitchen with generous stone benches

and a dishwasher, a separate Euro laundry with a washing machine, and designated remote access to 1 x exclusive use car

space in the building.Don't miss your opportunity to elevate your lifestyle. Contact us today to arrange your private

inspection and make 10/14 Yacht Street your new address of distinction.


